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OUR MISSION

Accelerating the green transition
Our mission – to accelerate the green transition – underpins everything we do
We deliver on our mission through three core activities:

Developing & investing
in new green infrastructure

Powering clients
with green electricity and other
energy products

Green advisory services
on green impact and
green finance policy
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What we do – developing & investing

30 GW

£25+ bn

11+ GW

renewable energy capacity
in development globally1

committed and arranged to
support green energy projects2

operational projects supported2

⚫

We invest throughout the project lifecycle,
across established and emerging
technologies and across the capital
structure

⚫

We develop new renewable energy
projects, creating assets for long-term
investors

⚫

We specialise in creating innovative capital
structuring solutions to finance complex
renewable projects

⚫

We work with partners to help manage
projects throughout their lifecycle, from
development to operations

1. Includes projects developed directly by GIG or through operating platforms. 2. Combining historic activity where UK Green Investment Bank (GIB),
Green Investment Group (GIG) or Macquarie Capital have committed their own funds or arranged third-party capital and / or financing.
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Developing & investing across technologies
Offshore
wind

Waste &
bioenergy

Onshore
wind

Solar

5.5+ GW

2.5+ GW

3.5+ GW

20+ GW

operating capacity1

operating capacity1

operating capacity1

development pipeline2

Investing in emerging low-carbon technologies

Hydrogen

Zero emission transport

Storage and CCUS

Floating offshore wind

1. Total capacity of renewable energy projects in construction or operations where GIG or Macquarie Capital (either directly or via operating platforms) have
contributed equity investment. 2. Includes projects being developed directly by GIG or through operating platforms.
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What we do – powering clients

3.9 GW

23

~100

of renewable energy
projects underwritten
by PPAs1

corporates decarbonising with
support of PPAs signed with GIG1

sites in development or operations
providing corporates with on-site
energy solutions

⚫

We structure tailored power purchase
agreements to supply our clients with
renewable energy to suit a range of
sustainability goals

⚫

We provide our clients with distributed
energy solutions, supporting them to
decarbonise their business through on-site
generation and improved energy efficiency

⚫

We help clients to lock in long-term
power pricing, helping to manage risk of
market volatility and generate cost savings

⚫

We use our market leading methodology
to quantify the carbon benefits of the
project supplying the energy

1. Total capacity of renewable energy projects where GIG or Macquarie Capital (either directly or via operating platforms) have contributed equity investment,
supported by PPAs structured by GIG, Macquarie Capital or operating platforms.
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What we do – green advisory services

100+

60,000+

green assessments
completed on GIG and
Macquarie projects in FY20

assets with a GIG Carbon Score
on BloombergNEF

⚫

We provide specialist advice to partners
and clients so they can better understand
the environmental impact of their
investment and financing decisions

⚫

We quantify environmental benefits
through our Green Impact Reports and
Carbon Scores for assets, portfolios, funds
and bonds

1. Environmental Finance Sustainable Investment Awards (June 2020).

GIG and BNEF
Carbon Score
ESG Data Initiative of the
Year 20201

⚫

We help clients to lock in long-term
power pricing, helping to manage risk of
market volatility and generate cost savings

⚫

We use our market leading methodology
to quantify the carbon benefits of the
project supplying the energy
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Measuring and reporting our impact
We assess, monitor and report on our green impact with market leading transparency. All our activities positively
contribute to at least one of our five Green Purposes:

Reduce
greenhouse gas
emissions

Increase natural
resource
efficiency

Protect the
natural
environment

Protect
biodiversity

Promote
environmental
sustainability

Our lifetime green impact from all investments to date

198,000 kt CO e

2
Greenhouse gas emissions avoidance1
Equivalent to removing 2.5m cars from the road2,3

568,000 GWh
Renewable energy generation1
Equivalent to the energy consumption of 5.8m homes2,3

1. Forecast lifetime. Correct at 31 March 2020. 2. Combining historic activity where GIB, GIG or Macquarie Capital have contributed equity or debt. 3. For 25 years, calculation based on UK benchmark
numbers.
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Corio Generation
Corio is a new, specialist global offshore wind business which will develop and build an initial pipeline of >15 GW
in new offshore wind capacity, taking institutional investment to fund one of the world’s largest dedicated offshore
wind portfolio
Operational strategy

Initial pipeline

GIG has built a 15+GW, global development
portfolio, delivered the first commercial scale
offshore wind project in Taiwan, and is driving
the development of Korea’s burgeoning floating
offshore wind market
Corio will operate across the globe. Its current
15+GW pipeline includes projects in South
Korea, the UK, Norway, Sweden, Taiwan,
Australia, Southeast Asia and Japan, and the
business is actively looking at opportunities in
the Americas
Headquartered in the UK, Corio will operate
globally from offices in Seoul, London,
Edinburgh, Hamburg, Madrid, Aarhus, Taipei,
Singapore, and Sydney

Markets with offshore wind pipeline
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Offshore wind journey in Korea
GIG, together with its partners, is developing >2.6GW floating and fixed offshore wind projects in Korea

2.6 GW
target capacity

KRW

18.2 trillion

Gray Whale I

total investment cost

Capacity – 500MW
Water depth – avg. 170m
Distance to shore – 60km

37,850 jobs

Gray Whale II

1

to be created

CY

2024

finalisation of 1st phase
development

Capacity – 500MW
Water depth – avg. 135m
Distance to shore – 68km

Maenggoldo
Capacity – 600MW
Water depth – avg. 55m
Distance from shore – 60km

Gray Whale III
Geomundo

Capacity – 500MW
Water depth – avg. 135m
Distance from shore – 70km

Capacity – 500MW
Water depth – avg. 68m
Distance from shore – 60km

1. Assumed 14,558 FTEs per GW based on ‘Socio-Economic Impact Study of Offshore Wind (Danish Shipping, Wind Denmark and Danish Energy: July 2020)’.
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BadaEnergy
BadaEnergy is a joint venture between GIG and TotalEnergies, dedicated to the origination, development,
construction, and operation of floating and fixed-bottom offshore wind projects in Korea
BadaEnergy ownership structure

50%

BadaEnergy team

50%
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Project Gray Whale
BadaEnergy has been developing >1.5GW floating
offshore wind projects 60km off the Port of Ulsan
Gray Whale project site

1.5+GW

green impact for the duration of the project

1,600,000 households
green energy consumption
Ulsan City
GW3
GW2
GW1

2,323,150 t CO e

2
greenhouse gas emissions avoidance
equivalent to removing 768,000 cars from the road
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Localisation
BadaEnergy seeks to collaborate with as many Korean companies and institutions as possible as the project
progresses
Local companies’ participation on
operation and maintenance

Knowledge transfer through
paring with Korean companies

Local shipyards’ manufacturing,
fabrication and installation

Support on establishment
of the local supply chain

Collaboration with
the public GenCos

Job training through
industry-university collaboration

Development

Construction
& Operation

Fisheries’ and residents’
investments in the project

Debt raising from the
Korean financial market
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Development progress – Ulsan
BadaEnergy currently working on the EIA, FEED, and a localisation plan with the contractors

June 2019

June 2020
Completion of a
1 year wind campaign

Consent Agreement
with Ulsan fishermen

Deployment of the
first floating LiDAR
(FLiDAR) in Korea

Feb 2022

Obtainment of 3 EBLs
for 1.5GW floating
offshore wind in Ulsan

Deployment of 3 FLiDARs
for 1.5GW floating offshore wind
in Ulsan

April 2020

June 2021
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Development activity (1/5)
Floating LiDAR installation for wind resources measurement

Deployment of Korea’s 1st FLiDAR

FLiDAR inspection by the Ulsan authorities
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Development activity (2/5)
Early engagement of fishermen and residents

Maenggoldo villagers site visit in Jeju

Cooperation agreement w/ Seogeochado villagers
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Development activity (3/5)
Light geophysical survey conducted in 2021

Geophysical survey campaign
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Development activity (4/5)
Revitalising the local economy and fostering local talents

Localisation MOU w/ Ulsan Supply Chain Cmte.

1. UNIST: Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology.

Industry-academia collaboration MOU w/ UNIST1
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Development activity (5/5)
Wind: Gift from the Earth – Korea Broadcasting System’s renewable energy documentary featuring BadaEnergy’s
floating offshore wind journey
BadaEnergy team interview on KBS
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